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A certain writer once began a
is out of joint"

book by saying;

world

"The

and he wrote his book fifty years ago.

He

would have to make his statement stronger were he writing today.
The world is sadly out of joint.

puzzled about it.
is involved in a

Our statesmen-surgeons are

No one knows how to operate when every limb

general

catastrophe.

is very much like a flock o f

Eastern

to

it,

and follow"

His charges.

The sheep

They often race after one of their

sheep usually act.

companions who decides,

guard

style, walks ahead, and who

has many assistants cn both sides to guide
act as

race

sheep, passing along a straight

and narrow road without visible fences
ing a Shepherd who, in the

In truth the human

f or

some unknown reason, to go of f the

road into the dangerous bypaths, into the rocks and amongst the
crevices and the swamps.
assistants, who follow the
pits into

which they have

inen the Good

S

epherd signals
hish

wandering sheep, lift them out

to
of the

fallen, bind up their wounds, feed

them, soothe them, and bring them back to the road again.

But

they are just as certain to break away a second time, and a
third, and indeed a hundredth time as the road is

long.

The

most terrible disaster occurs when one of the assisting shepherds

himself

leads the flock away; as happens now and

then.
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The difference

betwebn sheep and human beings is that the

sheep have no intelligence.

That they act without thought,

without consideration; while the human sheep have at least
the faculty of thinking and judging.

faculties seem to be

a body of

I

But

in most of

at present almost entirely

telligent Sheep
straightn

us these

unused. Af ter

have broken away from the

road, they gather together to find how to

journey without going back to it.
sult, study and make speeches;

reach the end .of the

Thus do our statesmen

con-

our legislators discuss, examine

and pass laws; our common people read newspapers and magazines
and listen to the statesmen; but none of us, whether common
people,

statesmen or legislators, ever seem to think that the

way to reach the end of the journey is via the straight road

so clearly marked out

f or

us, and

that the only Leader who can

take us there is the sad and sweet
of the

long procession on

Some years ago a

Figure

Who walks at the

the straight and narrow path.

Washington official decided to take the

motto "In God We Trust" off our coins.

In his judgment the

motto was very inartistic, but the Intelligent

at

that t ime, and the motto

able to

get

remained;

Sheep protested

have never been

yet we

God into the Constitution, and we

are now very

busily engaged in a controversy over a League of
was not

able

to

get God

groups off the road.

head

into its

covenant.

Nations

that

Most of u s are in

We are deep down in the pits; we are mired
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in the swamps; we

are

lost in the forests; we are hurting our-

We worry about

selves amongst the rocks.

to

.

individual

All that the

walk along

in the straight

He

to all if

might have been useful

sheep could have done was
thus encourage the one

road and

who is following him to do the same.

condition; but

It is not in its nature

one stray sheep cennot manage others.
t o do t hat

our

But he got off the road.
he had not done that, but

the otners. He has
now he can only run helter skelter after
a very dangerous
lost his influence for good, and has become
sheep and a very bad one.
our statesmen,
It never occurs, seemingly, to

our legislators,

our writers,

editors,
our capitalists, our labor leaders, our

our orators, that the Good

8

epherd
the3

is walking

ahead; that

narrow; that there are no material
road is straight even if it is
intelligent and not to need
fences because we are supposed to be
are not hire~
fences; that the assistants of the Good Sgepherd

people; that the
lings or time servers, or generally dishonest
we need besides
Gospel of Jesus Christ is really the only f ence
the grace which is
good will, an enlightened intelligence and

always at our command.
we

Because we do not think of these things

are wondering now what

is

going

to happen to us.

Some of us

afraid that we are not
are afraid of a revolution, and some are
of anarchy is rising
going to have one. We know that the tide
in reaching
in Europe and wonder if it will succeed

us.

Let us

ovem er
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tell the truth frankly
on the road again.
we

the road

is built.

high land.

f ar

from the high land upon which

The only safety from the flood is on

attention to what we

say.

Nobody

is going to

we are doing, but think not

hate

to obey.

pay any

We are intelligent sheep who think

we know all things of the heavens and of the earth.

We

the

We are wand.ering down, down constantly, and the

flood reaches the lower levels.

what

back

We have gotten amongst the rocks and the

are now very

swamps ;

It will reach us unless we get

We have no use

at
f or

We know

all of Christ and His Gospel.
spiritual aut horit y; there-

fore all authority is weakened when it

touches

us.

Truth is an

abstract something which we worship without knowing what it is.

We are intelligent sheep living an unintelligent lie, and

therefore is the world out of joint.
it seem to be a

hopeless tack to put

An d therefore

also does

it back again. But, brother

sheep, the task is not hopeless in spite of appearances. Drop

your prejudices about returning to the straight and narrow
road

-

and see.

